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With the Phantom I, two woofers dance in sync, creating
opposing forces that cancel out even the slightest
vibrations and generate ultra-dense sounds.

New class of speaker.
Highly intuitive and connectable, Phantom I speaker unleashes the physical impact of high-end, ultra-dense sound with
more power, clarity, and precision than any other wireless speaker.

Distinctive and iconoclastic.
Phantom I packs groundbreaking technologies to deliver an intense listening experience, the kind you feel in your
bones and in your soul, for real.

Be moved.
Phantom I' sound in one word? Implosive. 1431 custom parts fire in harmony to provoke an internal reaction, both in
Phantom and in you. From infrabass to ultra-sharp treble, unleash the physical impact of high-end, ultra-dense sound
with power, clarity, and precision like nothing you've ever encountered. You’ll know it when you feel it.

Intelligence Processor.
Phantom includes our powerful Devialet Intelligent Processor which helps deliver improved sound quality. Phantom's
signal processing and amplification performance (ADH®, SAM®, Magic Wire, Class A, DAC) is embedded in a SoC
(system on a chip), which was custom designed for optimal integration. The results? Enhanced heat dissipation for
optimal performance at any volume, better energy efficiency, and barely measurable distortion, saturation, or noise.

High-res.
Phantom now combines industry-leading sound engineering with more high-resolution capabilities in order to deliver
exceptional listening experiences to the many. Along with UPnP and the optical input, Phantom is also Roon Ready,
giving all Phantom users ways to enjoy 24-Bit Hi-Res audio like never before.

It feels good to be in control.
Phantom has found its soulmate. Every Phantom I comes complete with its dedicated remote to help you take full
control of your music or movie afar with utmost precision. All the power of Phantom at your fingertips.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour

Size 103 DB, 108 DB
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Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 3663424013185

Manufacturer number: ZM615AU

Product weight: 11.4 kilograms

Pieces per master carton: 1 Piece
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